
Revolutionary Ideas and Practices from the Chasidic Masters: Course Overview

Module Chasidic Master or Schools Practice of the Module Subjects of Study

1 Degel Machaneh Ephraim
1748 – 1800
R' Moshe Chaim Ephraim of 
Sudilkov, grandson of the Ba'al 
Shem Tov.

Visualizing the four-letter 
Divine Name to increase 
concentration and work with 
challenging thoughts.

The life of this beloved and gifted teacher; our 
game of spiritual hide-and-seek with the Divine; 
purifying and healing troubling thoughts and inner
wounds; finding the right balance between 
unifying kindness (Chesed) and measured 
boundaries (Gevurah); the healing potential of 
utilizing money correctly; unifying the Shechinah 
(Divine Presence) with our everyday activities 
and also with prayers; praying for the needs of 
the Divine; our responsibility to keep evolving the 
Torah; embodying the Divine in our daily lives.



2 The schools of Peshischa and 
Izhbitz.
Focusing mostly on:
Mei HaShiloach
1801 – 1854
R' Yosef Mordechai Leiner, 
founder of the Izhbitz-Radzyn 
dynasty.

Carrying two pieces of paper
with contrasting teachings 
about our significance, to 
cultivate healthy self-esteem 
and humility as appropriate.

The birth and popularization of Polish Chasidism;
the reactions and revolutions against its 
institutionalization and corruption; the lives and 
teachings of some of its key teachers (the Noam 
Elimelech, the Chozeh of Lublin, the Holy Jew, R'
Simchah Bunim and R' Menachem Mendel of 
Kotzk); the life and teachings of R' Yosef 
Mordechai Leiner, also known as the Mei 
HaShiloach; radical doubt, uncertainty and 
humility; the tension between intuition and law or 
convention; the need to interpret Torah afresh in 
every generation; the impossibility of judging 
another's actions or intentions.

 

3 R' Nachman of Breslov
1772 – 1810
Great-grandson of the Ba'al 
Shem Tov and founder of the 
Breslov Chasidic movement.

Hitbodedut (speaking with 
the Divine in our own words).

The life and teachings of this revered, 
charismatic and troubled leader; our ability and 
responsibility to reshape ourselves, our thoughts 
and relationships; joy and depression; music and 
dancing; perseverance and determination; finding
and appreciating the good in ourselves and 
others; praying with sincerity; praying in our own 
words; praying in nature; stories as a means of 
awakening; overcoming anger and pride; fixing 
our past mistakes and returning to our best 
selves (Teshuvah); maintaining resilience and 
equanimity throughout the challenges of life; the 
relationship between our internal world and the 
world around us.


